The effectiveness of hydrogenation either by deposition plus firing of a PECVD SIN layer in a conventional belt furnace or by remote H-plasma was compared quantitatively using spatially resolved lifetime measurements for EFG and String Ribbon. Additionally the effect of a preceding phosphorous gettering on the hydrogenation and the presence of a screen printed rear side aluminum during firing was analyzed. Wafer areas with the presence of a rear side aluminum show additional lifetime improvements for both hydrogenation methods probably due to a gettering effect. With preceding Pgettering hydrogenation by SIN deposition plus firing is superior to remote H-plasma. A synergetic effect of a rear side aluminum as described elsewhere is not obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Evergreen Solar's String Ribbon (SR) and RWE Schott Solar's Edge-defined Film-fed Growth (EFG) process have a high potential to significantly reduce W, production costs because no material consuming sawing steps are needed after the crystallization process.
Both ribbons have in common that the wafer area can be distinguished in two classes. The one are wafer areas with high minority carrier lifetimes well above 50 pi after cell processing. Large diffusion lengths above cell thickness in these areas do hardy limit the cell efficiencies of solar cells. The other are wafer areas with minority carrier lifetimes in the range of only a few p. With diffusion lengths below cell thickness these areas mainly limit celf efficiency. Such areas of higher and lower lifetimes can be traced along the direction of crystallization over several centimeters. For enhanced record efficiencies on these ribbons one could look out for a wafer containing a high lifetime area that is large enough to place a high efficiency cell (typically 2x2 cm2) into. The more meaningful way is to push the diffusion lengths of the worse wafer quality areas towards the range of the cell thickness and higher. back surface field (BSF) can be revealed by partly covered rear side screen printing.
The expaimen! has been carried out with and without a previous P-gettering step (PQC13 diffused, 80-100 Qkq).
Wafers have been hydrogenated either by SiN deposition using low frequency PECVD plus conventional belt fumace firing, or by MiRHP (1 h at 350°C). The processing sequence for the lifetime analysis is illustrated in figure 2, left. All spatially resolved minority carrier lifetime measurements were carried out using an iodine-ethanol surface passivation with a standard microwave photo conductance decay (pPCD) equipment under low level injection conditions. The lifetime measurements were carried out on as-grown wafers and after hydrogenation. Trapping of hydrogen at the low temperatures used for the MIRHP passivation ( l h at 350°C) may constrain the hydrogen kinetics resulting in a less effective bulk passivation compared to the SiN plus firing with temperatures above 700°C.
SOLAR CELL PROCESSING

MIRHP Sequence
The new insights of the lifetime analysis were transferred to the high efficiency process currently applied to EFG and SR material at University of Konstanz. The even though a SiN-MgF2 DARC might lead to higher reflection than a ZnS-MgF2 DARC.
SiN Sequence -First ResuIts
We processedfirst solar cells using the SiN sequence according to figure 2 with non optimized firing parameters and standard PECVD SIN (refractive index of 2.0). 1 Rcm multicrystalline SOLSIX material was used as a reference material.
The SiN layer is now used as hydrogen source for the passivation during firing replacing MIRHP, it provides surface passivation replacing thermal oxidation and it is used as an antireflection coating layer replacing ZnS of the former ZnSIMgFz-DARC. After contact sintering and cutting four 2x2 cm2 solar cells out of each processed 5x5 cm2 wafer using a dicing saw (0) we performed a MIRHP treatment of the cells for 30 min at 350°C. The observed increase especially in fill factor might be due to a successful hydrogen passivation of the cell's edge and Table I : IV-data of the best EFG (3 Ocm) and SOLSJX (t Rcm) mc cell after different steps. The steps are: (0) cell process, (1) MIRHP, (2) MgF2 deposition (DARC), (3) anneal, (4) light soaking.
I step I v, I J., has to be investigated further. The efficiency benefit after evaporation of MgF2 as the second layer of the DARC (2) is restricted to about 1 % absolute because of the SIN refractive index of 2.0 being too low. It is noteworthy that the improvement for the SOLSlX cell is smaller compared to EFG. This seems to be related to a slight degradation effect observed in this SOLSIX cell during the initial IV measurement on a sub-second time scale. This degradation can be temporarily reversed by a thermal anneal at 200'C for 10 min (3). This might be the same effect already reported for Cz material [SI. We could not observe any degradation on EFG after multiple IV measurements (4) and after 24 h under 1 sun illumination.
The excdlent EFG material quality after hydrogenation can be seen in figure 6 by the IQE in the long wavelength range (0.83 at 1000 nm). The reflectance loss especially in the wavelength range of 400 to 600 nm is retated to the low SIN refractive index of 2.0. Figure 7 shows the spatially resolved IQE at 980 nm for the best EFG and SOLSIX cells. The dark areas 6) . Therefore we tried to use SiN with a higher n to reach lower reflectivity.
Solar cells of EFG material with 2.2 12cm were processed with different refractive indices for the SiN layer. As illustrated in figure 8 the reflection using n = 2 2 can be considerable decreased compared to n=2.0.
Further on, a higher n could have an influence on surface passivation [7] . bulk passivation (because .of a lower hydrogen antent) and optical absorption. All these effects have to be investigated and evaluated. E.g., the lower IQE for n = 2.2 at wavelengths . z 500 nrn might be the result of a higher optical absorption in the SIN layer. In a first estimation J , can be increased by more than 1 mAlcmt using n = 2.2 instead of n = 2.0 despite of the higher absorption. The decreasing content of hydrogen with increasing refractive index seems not to have an effect on the bulk passivation as the IQE in the wavelength range above 900 nm is comparably good for all refractive indices used.
SUMMARY
Bulk passivation of ribbon sibcon using a hydrogen rich PECVD SiN iayer followed by firing is a promising alternative for enhancing minority carrier diffusion lengths as compared to hydrogenation using MIRHP which was applied in our phototithography-based cell process. The presented lifetime experiment set-up is well suited for 
